
Mishka Productions Hosts Celebrate Your Life
Sedona Spiritual Pilgrimage Oct 31- Nov 4th

A Spiritual Retreat to Empower,

Honor and Nourish Your Soul Oct

31-Nov 4, 2013.

SCOTTSDALE, AZ, USA, September 12, 2013

/EINPresswire.com/ -- No other event in the world will

provide this kind of up close and personal opportunity to

have in depth conversations with Michael Beckwith,

Doreen Virtue, Sonia Choquette, Neale Donald Walsch,

Denise Linn, Panache Desai, Sunny Dawn Johnston... all

in one place at one time!

Mishka Productions hosts Celebrate Your Life Sedona

Spiritual Pilgrimage, a four-day spiritual retreat at the

beautiful Enchantment Resort and Spa in Sedona to listen and learn from some of the world’s

most extraordinary spiritual teachers, promising profound life-changing experiences.

This extraordinary event blends the finest spiritual teachers who have been featured on Oprah,

These spiritual teachers

have come together to co-

create a sacred journey to

empower your life.

Throughout this journey

they will be joining and

participating with you in

deep conversation.”

Liz Dawn Donahue

CNN, Larry King Live, the NY Times and more, in the world

with one of the most powerful energy centers on the

planet.  Together, this creates a powerful life changing

spiritual experience.

There will be 12 extraordinary speakers attending this

retreat. Neal Donald Walsch who broke publishing industry

records with his series of the Conversations with God

books is one of them.  

Additional spiritual visionaries include: 

Doreen Virtue - world renowned for her ability to

communicate with Angels and bestselling author of Healing with the Angels and more.  

Michael Bernard Beckwith - featured in the movie The Secret and leader of the largest spiritual

congregations in the country at Agape in Los Angeles.

Panache Desai - a contemporary spiritual teacher and inspirational visionary whose gift of

vibrational transformation has drawn thousands of people from around the world. He recently

appeared with Oprah Winfrey on the Emmy® Award-winning series Super Soul Sunday.

“These spiritual teachers have come together to co-create a sacred journey to empower your life.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://celebrateyourlifesedona.org/speakers/
http://celebrateyourlifesedona.org/fairy-walk/
http://celebrateyourlifesedona.org


Throughout this journey they will be joining and participating with you in deep conversation.” –

Liz Dawn Donahue, Mishka Productions. No other event in the world provides this kind of up

close and personal opportunity to have intimate and in depth conversations with Michael

Beckwith, Doreen Virtue, Sonia Choquette, Neale Donald Walsch, Denise Linn, Panache Desai,

Sunny Dawn Johnston and more... all in one place at one time!

Reservations for this intimate event are limited.  To learn more and review the complete calendar

of events and speakers please visit the Celebrate Your Life Sedona website at

www.celebrateyourlifesedona.org

About 

Mishka Productions creates Celebrate Your Life Events that Celebrate You!

On June 15, 1995, Mishka Productions created its first life changing and inspiring event with the

mission  to uplift, shift and change the consciousness of the planet one amazing event at a time.

People's lives are changed, hearts are filled with love and spirits are renewed at Mishka

Productions event.  Being at a Celebrate Your Life event is like coming home to a loving family.
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